VENDING FEE SCHEDULE
FACT SHEET

Updated May 5, 2020

PERMIT FEES
The table below summarizes vending fees by permit type. We will bill for review and inspection time at our
currently hourly rate and invoice for these fees. All other fees are due at permit issuance. You can find more
information about our vending program and how to apply for a permit online: www.seattle.gov/transportation/
permits-and-services/permits/vending-permits
Permit Type
Food Truck Vending

Stadium, Sidewalk,
and Plaza Vending

Temporary Vending

Route Vending

Description

Vending from a food
vehicle at a curb
space

Vending in the
designated stadium
area, or from a
sidewalk or plaza

Vending for an event

Vending health
exempt items on a
mobile route

Occupation Fee

$478, per 4-hour
block, paid parking
OR
$104, per 4-hour
block, unpaid
parking

See table below for
rates

$0

$0

Issuance Fee

$181

$181

$181

$181

Hourly Review
and Inspection
Rates, Invoiced

$278

$278

$278

$278

1 year

Maximum 4 days in
a 6-month period
per location or
1-time per year in
residential zones

1 year

Permit Duration 1 year

Occupation Fee Table, Stadium, Sidewalk, and
Plaza Vending
The occupation fee for stadium and event center,
sidewalk and plaza vending permits are calculated
by the square footage of the vending site and by the
location of vending per the table below. Street type,
Urban Center, and Urban Village designations can
be found here: https://streetsillustrated.seattle.gov/
street-types/street-type-map/

CONTACT
Public Space Management
Seattle Department of Transportation, Street Use Division
(206) 684-7623 | publicspace@seattle.gov

Stadium and Event Center, Sidewalk, and Plaza
Vending Occupation Fees, per sq. foot
Street Type
Arterial Street

Urban
Center

Urban
Village

Neither

$1.40

$1.35

$.90

Non-arterial Street $1.20

$1.15

$.70

REVIEW AND INSPECTION FEES
Review and inspections fees are charged at an hourly
rate of $278, with a minimum of 15 minutes and vary
based on a variety of factors, including whether it is a
renewal (existing vendor at an existing site), an existing
site, or a new site. Below are estimates for time
typically spent on review and inspections. Review and
inspection fees may exceed the typical estimates listed
below based on application-specific factors.
New Vendor
New Site

Existing Vendor

Review: 2 hours
Inspection: 15 minutes

Existing Site Review: 1.5 hour
Inspection:
15 minutes

Review: 1 Hour
Inspection:
No charge

INSPECTION PROCESS
After your permit is issued and you have begun
vending, you can expect to receive a visit from one
of our inspectors. Our inspectors’ primary goal is to
confirm compliance with the approved site plan and
permit conditions.
The inspector will:
• Introduce themselves and take photos of the
vending location, including the truck, trailer
(if applicable), any approved tables, and waste
receptacles.
• Ensure that the curb is painted, signage is
installed correctly, and measure the vending
area at newly established sites. The vending
truck and equipment, such as generators,
should fit entirely in the provided vending space.
• Confirm that there is no unpermitted activity
happening outside the vending truck, such
as unauthorized placement of tables and
chairs. Inspections in response to a complaint
generally last 15 minutes depending on the
nature of the complaint.

